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The mechanism of modulation of an electron beam passing through a single crystal plate
that diffracts it is considered. The possibility of photon emission (or absorption) by an
electron is due in this case to distortion of the electron dispersion surface. The frequency
and direction of polarization of the modulating radiation are determined by the frequency
and direction of electron vibrations in the crystal (Pendellosung effect). The frequencies
may lie in a broad region, from infrared to soft x-rays. Estimates show that the modulation index may reach several percent.
1. The modulation oian electron beam passing
through a thin dielectric film illuminated by a laser
beam is due, as shown in[l,2 J , to the interference between states of different energies, resulting from stimulated absorption (emission) of n quanta hv (n = D, ± 1, ± 2)
by the electron. The cited papers considered the case
when the absorption of the photons by the electrons is
due to the jump of the dielectric constant near the film
boundaries. The modulation depth depends in this case
periodically on the film thickness. A more effective
modulation mechanism, based on the inverse Cerenkov
effect, is considered in[3 ,4J. In this case the photons
are absorbed in the entire volume of the dielectriC, so
that the depth of modulation increases with the film
thickness[4J.

hk!,l,2) is the quasimomentum of the electron in the
crystal, and n is the normalization volume. The subscripts, 1 and 2 pertain to the corresponding branches of
the dispersion surface of the electron. Its equation is
given by
(ko-Ko)(lko+gl-Ko)

= Vii 4Ko'.

(3)

Here
Ko = (2m~0 I h' + Vo) ."
...

(2m(~0

+ Vol I h')''',

V0 is the average potential in the crystal, Vg = h2U 12m
is the amplitude of the first harmonic of the periodic
potential of the lattice. If the Bragg condition

(4)
Iko + gl =ko
2. We consider in the present paper the possibility of
modulating an electron beam as it passes through a
is satisfied, Eq. (3) takes the simpler form
single-crystal film under diffraction conditions. The
k~(I,Z) _ Ko = =t= V,I2Ko.
(5)
emission (absorption) of photons can occur in this case
in the entire thickness of the crystal, and is allowed by
The minus and plus signs in the right-hand side of (5)
the energy-momentum conservation laws, owing to dispertain to the first and second branches of the dispertortions of the electron dispersion surface (which is an
sion surface, respectively.
equal-energy surface in momentum space) by the diffracLet the photons propagate at an angle Q' to the z
tion l ).
direction (see the figure). If hv « .00, then the emisSuch a modulation mechanism has the following feasion or absorption of a photon by an electron hardly
ture. The frequency and direction of the polarization of
violates the Bragg condition. It follows then from (5)
the modulating light are determined by the so-called
and from the energy-momentum conservation laws that
pendulum (Pendeillisung) effect [5J, which is produced
a transition with emission (absorption) of a quantum hv
when electrons are diffracted by a sufficiently thick film is possible from branch 1 (2) of the dispersion surface
D ;G ~g (~g is the extinction length), i.e., they are concorresponding to the energy 80, to the branch 2 (1) of
nected with the frequency and direction of the vibrations
the surface of lower (higher) energy. This determines
of the electron that is diffracted in the crystal (see (6)
uniquely the photon wavelength2):
and (9».
me

3. We consider for simplicity one system of crystallographic planes in a crystal. This system is characterized by a reCiprocal-lattice vector g (lgi = lid, where
d is the distance between planes). Let electrons of energy ~o (Eohnc 2 « 1) be incident only at the Bragg angle
e to these planes, as indicated in the figure. In this
case, as is known when the dynamic theory of diffraction (see, e.g., [6J ), the propagation of the electron in a
crystal is described by a superposition of Bloch wave
functions

where
b(1l

(ko(I), r) = i1'2 sin(ngr) exp [2ni(kdo+ '/,g) r 1.

b(') (ko(') ,r) =
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1'2 cos (ngr) exp [2ni (k!') +

I

I,g) r 1.
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(2)
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hKo cos e

~g

(

hKo cos e
)
e
(
v cos e
)
1+---cosa. ""--S. 1+--cosa. (6)
me
v cos 0
e

= Kocos e/ug is the

extinction length. Expression (6)

oX

Electrons with momentum hKo
are incident at the Bragg angle
on reflecting planes that are parallel to the (yz) plane. The vectors K o , ko (Il, and ko (j) + g lie in
the (xz) plane. The maximum
depth of modulation is produced
when K lies in a plane parallel to
the crystallographic planes, while
E is parallel to g.

z
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was obtained under the assumption that d <t:: A and Ae
<t:: ~ g (Ae is the de Broglie wavelength of the electron).
It has a simple physical meaning. An electron propagating in the crystal in an average direction parallel to the
z axis and at a velocity v cos 8, changes its direction of
motion with a spatial period ~g as a result of beats between the waves (Pendellosung effect), i.e., it oscillates
in the direction of g with frequency lie = v cos 8/~g. The
wavelength A of the radiated light is determined, depending on the direction, by the Doppler effect:
c
(
v cos 8.
)
A=--Sg
1+--eosa
,
v cos 8
c

which coincIdes with (6). From the foregOing reasoning
it follows also that the light will be polarized along the
, vector g (see (9)). The extinction lengths of electrons
with energies, say, 10-100 keY lie in the wide range
from 100 to 10,000 A, depending on the crystal and on
the system of reflecting planes [6J. Consequently, the
frequency of the modulating radiation can be chosen in
the range from the infrared to the soft x-ray part of the
spectrum.
4. The depth of modulation y of the electron beam at
the frequency II, on going through a film placed in the
field of an electromagnetic wave, is determined by the
amplitude aO± II of the stimulated absorption (emission)
of a quantum hll by the electron[l,2 J :
(7)

In first-order perturbation theory, the amplitude of the
stimulated absorption of a photon by an electron passing
through a crystal of thickness D under diffraction conditions is
(8)

A is the vector potential of the modulating field and u is
a unit polarization vector. Calculating (8) and expressing
Ao in terms of the amplitude of the electric field intensity Eo in the electromagnetic wave, we obtain
1
c
eEoA. D
'"
y=------eos(ug).
4 veos8 mc' d

(9)

For electrons with energy 50 key (8 ~ 0.05), in the
region of the visible light, say A = 6000 A (which corresponds to an extinction length ~ g ~ 1500 A) we have
y = 2% at Eo = 200 cgs esu and D = 2000 A. This is of
the same order as obtained for absorption at the film
boundary[1,2 J • In the present case, however, a larger
depth of modulation can be obtained by increasing in the
interaction time Div cos 8.
In conclUSion, the authors are deeply grateful to O. I.
Sumbaev and D. A. Varshalovich for useful discussions.
l)In the cases of[ 1 - 4] , the energy-momentum hinderance is lifted by
distortion of the dispersion surface of the photon on the vacuumdielectric boundary and inside the dielectric, respectively.
2)Since usually Vo «fe o , it follows that hKo "" mv.
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where
w = __e_(Ap),

mc'
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A = Aou cos 2n(xr-vt)
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